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1 Introduction

The continuously evolving nature of streaming graphs has led to the development of several systems like Kickstarter [44], GraphIn [37], Tornado [38] and Kineograph [10] that enable efficient analysis over fast changing graphs. At the heart of these streaming graph processing systems is a dynamic graph whose structure changes rapidly via a stream of graph updates, and an incremental algorithm that reacts to the graph structure mutations to produce final results for the latest graph snapshot. The incremental algorithm aims to minimize redundant computations by reusing results that have been computed before the graph structure mutates.

While incremental processing makes the system more responsive, directly reusing intermediate values often causes the algorithm to produce incorrect results. Furthermore, these incorrect results become the basis upon which subsequent incremental processing gets performed, which results in increasing inaccuracies as time progresses. To address this issue, solutions like GraphIn and Kickstarter incrementally transform the intermediate results to first make them consistent with the updated graph, and then use the transformed results to compute final answers. However, such transformations are often based on algorithmic properties like monotonic convergence (path lengths or component ids) which make them applicable to the selected subclass (e.g., monotonic) of graph algorithms. Generalized graph-based analytics solutions often rely on Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) processing semantics since it enables easier programmability (correctness/convergence properties can be clearly reasoned with BSP), and the monotonic transformations do not apply for the general class of graph algorithms. Resorting to naive approaches based on tag propagation and values reinitialization end up tagging majority of values to be reset [44], limiting incremental reuse to only few vertices.

Generalized incremental processing systems, on the other hand, operate on unbounded structured and unstructured streams [1, 2, 4, 5, 31, 36, 42, 50, 51]. Differential Dataflow [25] incrementally processes generalized streams by enabling the impact of change in streams to be reflected via diffs (or changes). Its strength lies in its differential operators that enable efficient analysis over fast changing graphs. At the heart of these streaming graph processing systems is a dynamic graph whose structure changes rapidly via a stream of graph updates, and an incremental algorithm that reacts to the graph structure mutations to produce final results for the latest graph snapshot. The incremental algorithm aims to minimize redundant computations by reusing results that have been computed before the graph structure mutates.

While incremental processing makes the system more responsive, directly reusing intermediate values often causes the algorithm to produce incorrect results. Furthermore, these incorrect results become the basis upon which subsequent incremental processing gets performed, which results in increasing inaccuracies as time progresses. To address this issue, solutions like GraphIn and Kickstarter incrementally transform the intermediate results to first make them consistent with the updated graph, and then use the transformed results to compute final answers. However, such transformations are often based on algorithmic properties like monotonic convergence (path lengths or component ids) which make them applicable to the selected subclass (e.g., monotonic) of graph algorithms. Generalized graph-based analytics solutions often rely on Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) processing semantics since it enables easier programmability (correctness/convergence properties can be clearly reasoned with BSP), and the monotonic transformations do not apply for the general class of graph algorithms. Resorting to naive approaches based on tag propagation and values reinitialization end up tagging majority of values to be reset [44], limiting incremental reuse to only few vertices.

Generalized incremental processing systems, on the other hand, operate on unbounded structured and unstructured streams [1, 2, 4, 5, 31, 36, 42, 50, 51]. Differential Dataflow [25] incrementally processes generalized streams by enabling the impact of change in streams to be reflected via diffs (or changes). Its strength lies in its differential operators that capture and directly compute over diffs, and are general enough to support any iterative incremental computations. However, such generality comes at a performance cost when
applied to specific use-cases, like streaming graph processing; extracting performance for graph computations requires attention to detail that graph-aware runtimes can enable.

In this paper, we develop a dependency-driven streaming graph processing technique that minimizes redundant computations upon graph mutation while still guaranteeing synchronous processing semantics. To do so, we first characterize dependencies among values across consecutive iterations as defined by synchronous processing semantics, and then track these dependencies as iterations progress. Later when graph structure changes, we refine the captured dependencies iteration-by-iteration to incrementally produce the final result. Based on the above dependency-driven refinement strategy, we develop GraphBolt which incrementally processes streaming graphs and guarantees BSP semantics.

To ensure that GraphBolt’s incremental processing scales well and delivers high performance, it incorporates several key optimizations. GraphBolt reduces the amount of dependency information to be tracked from \(O(E)\) to \(O(V)\) by translating the dependency information in form of aggregation values that reside on vertices and by utilizing the structure of input graph to deduce dependencies as needed. It further incorporates pruning mechanisms that conservatively prune the dependency information to be tracked, without causing additional analysis (e.g., backpropagation) when graph structure mutates. Finally, GraphBolt incorporates computation-aware hybrid execution that dynamically switches between dependency-driven refinement strategy and traditional incremental computation when dependency information is unavailable due to pruning.

Several analytics algorithms like Machine Learning & Data Mining (MLDM) algorithms, utilize complex aggregations that are difficult to update based on graph mutations. To support the broad class of graph algorithms beyond traditional traversal algorithms, GraphBolt provides a generalized incremental programming model that allows decomposing complex aggregations to incorporate incremental value changes. Our evaluation shows that GraphBolt processes up to 1 million edge updates in just few seconds and its incremental processing engine eliminates redundant computations for varying mutation rates, starting from just a single edge mutation all the way up to 1 million edge mutations at a time. GraphBolt compares favorably against Ligra which is a state-of-art synchronous graph processing system; furthermore, being specialized for graph computations, GraphBolt extracts high performance compared to Differential Dataflow.

## 2 Background & Motivation

We first discuss the semantics of synchronous execution and issues involved in incremental processing of streaming graphs, and then provide an overview of our dependency-driven incremental computation technique that accelerates processing while guaranteeing synchronous semantics.

### 2.1 Streaming Graph Processing

At the heart of efficient streaming graph processing systems, like KickStarter [44], Graphln [37] and Tornado [38] is a dynamic graph whose structure changes rapidly via a stream of graph updates, and an incremental algorithm that reacts to the change in graph structure to produce final results for the latest graph snapshot. A streaming graph \(G\) is constantly modified by a stream of \(ΔG\) updates consisting of insertions and deletions of edges and vertices. An algorithm \(S\) iteratively computes over the latest snapshot of the graph to produce final results. To maintain consistency, updates are batched into \(ΔG\) when computations are being performed during an iteration, and they are incorporated in \(G\) before starting the next iteration.

**Synchronous Processing.** The Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) (hereafter called synchronous) model is a popular iterative processing model that separates computations across iterations such that values in a given iteration are computed based on values of the previous iteration. We illustrate the synchronous processing semantics using PageRank\(^1\) in Algorithm 1. The algorithm computes vertex values \((newPr)\) using the ones computed in previous iteration \((pr)\) as shown on line 6. The flow of values across iterations is explicitly controlled via \(swap()\) on line 11.

Such clear separation of values being generated v/s values being used in synchronous processing allows programmers to develop iterative graph algorithms more easily than with asynchronous execution since they can clearly reason about the important convergence and correctness properties. Hence, the synchronous processing model often becomes a preferred choice for large-scale graph processing [22, 27, 35, 39, 54] and in this paper we focus on efficient synchronous processing of streaming graphs for algorithms that require synchronous processing semantics.

**Incremental Computation.** Incremental computation enables fast processing as graph structure mutates since it reuses the results that have been computed prior to graph mutation. Such incremental processing is achieved as follows (visually depicted in Figure 1): let \(I\) be the initial values
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\(^1\)Algorithm 1 is simplified to eliminate details like selective scheduling.
of vertices before processing starts. The iterative algorithm \( S \) computes over \( I \) and \( G \) to generate final results \( R_G \). We use \( S^i \) to denote \( i \) iterations of \( S \) that produce intermediate results \( R^i_G \), and \( S^* \) to denote processing until convergence to generate \( R_G \). Hence, \( R_G = S^*(G, I) \).

Assuming \( AG \) arrives during iteration \( k \), incremental computation incorporates \( \Delta G \) at the start of iteration \( k + 1 \) while using intermediate results generated by \( S^k \). Let \( G^T = G + \Delta G \). Hence in iteration \( k + 1 \), \( R^{k+1}_G = S^k(I, R^k_G) \), and upon convergence, the final results become \( R_{G^T} = S^*(G^T, R^k_G) \). Since incremental processing starts from \( R^k \) instead of \( I \), it reuses the result of previous computations and converges quickly to the final results. Future updates that arrive after convergence get processed by starting from \( R_{G^T} \). Typically, the amount of processing involved in incremental computation is aimed to be between \( O(\Delta G) \) and \( O(G) \) depending on the impact of \( \Delta G \) on computed results. Such incremental processing has been shown to accelerate monotonic path-based algorithms over billion-scale graphs by 8.5-23.7x [44].

2.2 Problem: Incorrect Results

While incremental processing is efficient, directly reusing intermediate results often causes the algorithm to produce incorrect results. Although certain monotonic algorithms like shortest paths and breadth first search always produce correct results, algorithms that require synchronous processing semantics do not converge to correct values. Figure 2 shows a streaming graph that mutates from \( G \) to \( G^T \), and the corresponding results for Label Propagation, a synchronous graph algorithm that we use in our evaluation. Without incremental processing, \( S^*(G^T, I) \) converges to correct results; however, incrementally computing from \( S^*(G, I) \) violates synchronous processing semantics and hence, converges to \( S^*(G^T, R_G) \) which is incorrect. We also profiled the impact of such incremental processing using a real-world graph by streaming 10 batches of edge mutations with 100 mutations per batch. As shown in Table 1, incrementally computing from \( S^*(G, I) \) causes 1.6M vertex values to be incorrect with relative error of \( \geq 1\% \) when only the first batch of 100 edge mutations is applied. Furthermore, this error propagates across subsequent batches and for the 10th batch, up to 59K values become incorrect by over 10\% error.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Incremental Processing of Streaming Graphs.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** As \( G \) transforms to \( G^T \), directly using results from \( G \) leads to incorrect results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>B3</th>
<th>B4</th>
<th>B5</th>
<th>B6</th>
<th>B7</th>
<th>B8</th>
<th>B9</th>
<th>B10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10%</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>2.9K</td>
<td>5.5K</td>
<td>9.3K</td>
<td>16.4K</td>
<td>24.5K</td>
<td>34K</td>
<td>43K</td>
<td>52K</td>
<td>59K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1%</td>
<td>1.6M</td>
<td>2.3M</td>
<td>2.7M</td>
<td>2.8M</td>
<td>2.9M</td>
<td>2.9M</td>
<td>3M</td>
<td>3M</td>
<td>3M</td>
<td>3M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** No. of vertices with incorrect results (relative error \( \geq 10\% \) and \( \geq 1\% \) for Label Propagation [53] on Wiki [47] graph for 10 batches (B1-B10) of edge mutations, 100 mutations per batch.

Directly using the intermediate values leads to incorrect results mainly because \( S^*(G^T, R^k_G) \) \( \neq S^*(G^T, I) \) (as shown in Figure 1). In particular, since \( R^k_G \) represents values corresponding to \( G \), it doesn’t incorporate the impact of \( \Delta G \) across previous \( k \) iterations. To address this issue, KickStarter and Graphln incrementally transform \( R^k_G \) to make it consistent with \( G^T \). With \( Z \) being the incremental transformation function, \( S^*(G^T, Z(R^k_G)) \) becomes equal to \( S^*(G^T, R^k_{G^T}) \). However, such transformations are often based on algorithmic properties like monotonic convergence and numerically comparable vertex values (path lengths or component ids) which allow \( Z(R^k_G) \) \( \neq R^k_{G^T} \). Since \( Z \) does not guarantee equivalence between \( Z(R^k_G) \) and \( R^k_{G^T} \), such transformations only work for asynchronous (e.g., path-based) graph algorithms.

As shown in Figure 1, we need a special incremental transformation function \( Z^S \) that guarantees \( Z^S(R^k_G) = R^k_{G^T} \), so that the subsequent computation guarantees synchronous semantics and converges to the correct final result. Since \( R^k_G \) doesn’t include the information about how it got computed, \( Z^S \) cannot directly incorporate impact of \( \Delta G \) in \( R^k_G \). A straightforward \( Z^S \) is to identify the subset of values in \( R^k_G \) that need to be corrected by propagating tags (e.g., downstream vertices from addition/deletion points), and then compute their values to generate \( R^k_{G^T} \), as done in Graphln [37]; however, as shown in KickStarter [44], such tagging based approach ends up tagging majority of vertex values to be thrown out, hence limiting reuse of values to a very small fraction of vertices. This poses an important challenge: how do we perform incremental processing of streaming graphs to minimize redundant computations upon graph mutation while still guaranteeing synchronous processing semantics?
2.3 Overview of Techniques

To incrementally transform $R^k_G$, we develop a dependency-driven incremental processing model that captures how $R^k_G$ was computed in form of value dependencies, and later uses the captured information to incorporate the impact of change in graph structure. To do so, we first characterize dependencies among values across consecutive iterations as defined by synchronous processing semantics, and then track these dependencies as iterations progress. When $\Delta G$ arrives, we refine the captured dependencies iteration-by-iteration to incrementally produce $R^k_{G^T}$ for iteration $k$, which is then directly used to compute forward in synchronous manner. By doing the above process, we guarantee synchronous processing semantics at the end of each iteration, hence ensuring correctness of final results.

However, developing such a dependency-driven incremental processing poses several challenges. Firstly, tracking dependencies online can be very expensive since the amount of dependency information is directly proportional to $|E|$. We overcome this challenge by carefully translating the dependency information in form of aggregation values that reside on vertices, and by further recognizing that the structure of dependencies (i.e., how values impacts each other) can be derived from the input graph structure. This brings down the dependency information to order of $|V|$. Moreover, we observe that real-world graphs are sparse and skewed which results in aggregation values stabilizing as iterations progress. Hence, we incorporate pruning mechanisms that conservatively prune the dependency information to be tracked, without causing additional analysis (e.g., backpropagation) to recompute untracked values when $\Delta G$ arrives.

Secondly, dependency-driven incremental processing becomes difficult for complex aggregations (e.g., MLDM aggregations that operate on vectors) since their incremental counterparts are often not easy to deduce. To address this issue, we develop a generalized incremental programming model that allows decomposing complex aggregations to incorporate incremental value changes resulting from $\Delta G$. Our programming model allows expressing the underlying workflow of decomposing complex aggregations and reproducing old contributions which get updated based on value changes, hence constructing incremental complex aggregations. Furthermore, simple aggregations like sum get directly expressed in our incremental programming model without going through the decomposition workflow.

Finally, we develop a computation-aware hybrid execution that dynamically switches between dependency-driven incremental processing and traditional incremental processing when dependency information is unavailable due to pruning.

3 Dependency-Aware Processing

We first characterize value dependencies and then develop our dependency-driven incremental processing technique.

3.1 Synchronous Processing Semantics

Synchronous iterative graph algorithms compute vertex values in a given iteration based on values of their incoming neighbors that were computed in the previous iteration. Since computations are primarily based on graph structure, such value dependencies can be captured via the graph structure as follows:

$$\forall (u, v) \in E, \ u^t \mapsto v^{t+1}$$

where $u^t$ and $v^{t+1}$ represent values of vertex $u$ in iteration $t$ and vertex $v$ in iteration $t + 1$ respectively, and $\mapsto$ indicates that $v^{t+1}$ is value-dependent on $u^t$. It is important to note that there are no dependency relationships among vertices that are not directly connected by an edge.

We can understand how synchronous processing semantics get violated as graphs mutate using value dependencies by carefully analyzing the impact of each edge mutation. If a new edge $(u, v)$ gets added in iteration $k$, $\forall j < k, u^{j-1} \mapsto v^j$ was absent (while it should have been present), and hence $v^k$ represents incorrect value under synchronous processing semantics. Furthermore, this incorrect $v^k$ gets propagated via $v$’s outgoing neighbors in subsequent iterations spreading inaccuracies across the graph. Similarly, if an existing edge $(u, v)$ gets deleted in iteration $k$, $\forall j < k, u^{j-1} \mapsto v^j$ was present (while it should not have been present) making $v^k$ inaccurate, which further propagates across the graph.

3.2 Tracking Value Dependencies

Let $C_L$ represent the vertex values at the end of iteration $i$ for the initial graph $G = (V, E)$, i.e., $\forall v \in V, c_L(v) \in C_L$ is the vertex value of $v$ at the end of iteration $i$. Assuming $G$ mutates to $G^T = (V^T, E^T)$ at the end of iteration $L$, $C_L$ is no longer valid and must be refined to eliminate inaccuracies. Since the values that propagate through edges to satisfy dependencies together lead to values in $C_L$, values that have flown to satisfy prior dependencies must be examined to ensure that dependencies get correctly satisfied based on edge mutations. Hence, we aim to track the values that have contributed to computation of $C_L$, which we later use to correct $C_L$ as graph mutates.

A simple way to track value dependencies is to save all the values that participate in satisfying dependencies defined in Eq. 1. Let $D_G = (V_D, E_D)$ be the dependency graph for computation over graph $G = (V, E)$ where $V_D$ captures all the intermediate values for vertices in $V$ and $E_D$ captures...
dependencies among intermediate values based on Eq. 1. Formally, at the end of iteration $k$:

$$V_D = \bigcup_{i=0}^{k} c_i(v) \quad | \quad E_D = \{(c_{i-1}(u), c_i(v), e_i(u,v)) : i \in [0,k] \land (u,v) \in E\}$$

Figure 3a shows the dependency graph for $G$ in Figure 2a over an execution of 4 iterations. As computation progresses through iterations, $D_G$ increases by $|V|$ vertices and $|E|$ edges. While saving $D_G$ exhaustively captures the entire execution history such that it enables incremental correction of $C_L$ for subsequent graph mutations, such tracking of value dependencies leads to $O(|E| \cdot t)$ amount of information to be maintained for $t$ iterations which significantly increases the memory footprint, making the entire process memory-bound.

To reduce the amount of dependency information that must be tracked, we first carefully analyze how values flowing through dependencies participate in computing $C_L$. On line 6 while final vertex value. For example in Algorithm 1, a single value; and then, the aggregated value is used to compute vertex value for the current iteration. This computation can be formulated as $^2$

$$c_i(v) = \bigoplus_{\forall e=(u,v) \in E} (c_{i-1}(u))$$

where $\bigoplus$ indicates the aggregation operator and $\bigodot$ indicates the function applied on the aggregated value to produce the final vertex value. For example in Algorithm 1, $\bigoplus$ is atomic ADD on line 6 while $\bigodot$ is the computation on line 9. Since values flowing through edges are effectively combined into aggregated values at vertices, we can track these aggregated values instead of individual dependency information. By doing so, value dependencies can be corrected upon graph mutation by incrementally correcting the aggregated values and propagating corrections across subsequent aggregations throughout the graph.

Let $g_i(v)$ be the aggregated value for vertex $v$ for iteration $i$, i.e., $g_i(v) = \bigoplus_{\forall e=(u,v) \in E} (c_{i-1}(u))$. We define $A_G = (V_A, E_A)$ as the dependency graph in terms of aggregation values at the end of iteration $k$:

$$V_A = \bigcup_{i=0}^{k} g_i(v) \quad | \quad E_A = \{(g_{i-1}(u), g_i(v)) : i \in [0,k] \land (u,v) \in E\}$$

This allows us to separate out the structure of dependencies (i.e., $u^{t-1}$ “impacts” $v^t$) from the values that participate in satisfying those dependencies (i.e., $c_{i-1}(u)$ and $c_i(v)$). Figure 3b shows the dependency graph $A_G$ in terms of aggregation values. It is interesting to note that the structure of $A_G$ is directly based on the structure of input graph (see Eq. 1), i.e., $E_A$ in Figure 3b is based on $G$ in Figure 2a. Since we are no longer tracking the values flowing through those dependency edges, we don’t need to track the dependency structure as it can be later reconstructed during the refinement stage using the input graph structure. Hence, we only need to track aggregated values, i.e., $V_A$, which reduces the amount of dependency information to $O(|V| \cdot t)$.

Pruning Value Aggregations.

The skewed nature of real-world graphs [15] often cause synchronous graph algorithms to behave such that most vertex values keep on changing during the initial iterations and then the number of changing vertices decrease as iterations progress. For example, Figure 4 shows how vertex values change across iterations in Label Propagation over Wiki graph (graph details in Table 2) for a 10-iteration window. We can see, the color density is higher during first 5 iterations indicating that majority of vertex values change in those iterations; after 5 iterations, values start stabilizing and the color density decreases sharply. As values stabilize, their corresponding aggregated values also stabilize. This provides a useful opportunity to limit the amount of aggregated values that must be tracked during execution.

We conservatively prune the dependence graph $A_G$ to balance the memory requirements for tracking aggregated values with recomputation cost during refinement stage. In particular, we incorporate horizontal pruning and vertical pruning over the dependence graph that sparsify $A_G$ across different dimensions. As values start stabilizing, horizontal pruning is achieved by directly stopping the tracking of aggregated values after certain iterations. For example, the horizontal red line in Figure 4 indicates the cut-off after which aggregated values won’t be tracked. Vertical pruning, on the other hand, operates at vertex-level and is performed by not saving aggregated values that have stabilized. This eliminates the white regions above the horizontal red line in Figure 4. Hence, only the values corresponding to blue points are tracked after horizontal and vertical pruning. This captures the important region where changes in vertex values result in larger impact across their neighborhoods, i.e., the region where incremental processing will be most effective.

It is interesting to note that both horizontal and vertical pruning methods are conservative, i.e., they don’t need further analysis about whether subset of values need to be
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$^2$Values residing on edges (i.e., edge weights) have been left out from equations for simplicity since they do not impact dependencies.
recomputed to be able to refine values upon graph mutation. While aggressive pruning can be performed (e.g., dropping certain vertices altogether), it would require backpropagation from values that get changed during refinement to recompute the correct old values for incremental computation.

3.3 Dependency-Driven Value Refinement

Let $E_a$ and $E_d$ be the set of edges to be added to $G$ and deleted from $G$ respectively to transform it to $G^T$. Hence, $G^T = G \cup E_a \setminus E_d$. Given $E_a$, $E_d$ and the dependence graph $A_G$, we ask two questions that help us transform $C_L$ to $C_L^T$.

(A) What to Refine?

We dynamically transform aggregation values in $A_G$ to make them consistent with $G^T$ under synchronous semantics. To do so, we start with aggregation values in first iteration, i.e., $g_0(v) \in V_A$, and progress forward iteration by iteration. At each iteration $i$, we refine $g_i(v) \in V_A$ that fall under two categories: first, values corresponding to end points of $E_a$ and $E_d$ which are directly impacted by edge mutations; and second, values corresponding to outgoing neighbors of vertices whose values got refined in the previous iteration $i - 1$, which captures the transitive impact of mutation. This means, we dynamically identify the aggregation values in $V_A$ that need to be refined as the process of refinement progresses. Note that performing incremental changes corresponding to transitive impact of edge mutations requires information about the structure of dependencies, i.e., $E_A$, which we directly infer by looking at the graph structure.

Figure 5 shows how the refinement process selects values to be incrementally computed for our dependency graph from Figure 3b upon addition of new edge (1, 2). In step 1, $g^T_1(2)$ is incrementally computed from $g_1(2)$ based on contribution of $g^T_1(1)$ (iteration 0 represents initial value) flowing from the new edge (solid edge). In step 2, the change in contribution of $g^T_1(2)$ (i.e., effect of $g^T_1(2) - g_1(2)$) gets propagated to vertex 2’s outgoing neighbors 0 and 1 (dotted edges), which effectively allows $g^T_2(0)$ and $g^T_2(1)$ to compute based on $g^T_1(2)$. Since contribution of $g_1(1)$ was never propagated to $g_2(2)$, the contribution of $g^T_1(1)$ is also propagated to incrementally compute $g^T_2(2)$ (similar to in step 1). Similarly, $g^T_1(0)$, $g^T_1(1)$, $g^T_2(2)$ and $g^T_2(3)$ are incrementally computed in step 3 based on direct and transitive impact of the edge addition.

As we can see, changes unroll dynamically based on: (a) the structure of $A_G$; and, (b) the change in aggregation values resulting from edge mutations. Furthermore, computations during refinement process are far lesser than that involved while processing the original graph (as indicated by fewer edges in Figure 5 compared to Figure 3b) which showcases the efficacy of dependency-driven incremental processing.

(B) How to Refine?

As aggregation values in $V_A$ get identified to be refined, we incrementally update them based on change in values coming from incoming neighbors. Specifically, with $L$ being the latest iteration before which graph mutates, we aim to update $g_i(v) = \bigoplus_{v \in (u, v) \in E} (c_{i-1}(u))$ to $g^T_i(v) = \bigoplus_{v \in (u, v) \in E^T} (c^T_{i-1}(u))$ for $0 \leq i \leq L$. This is incrementally achieved as:

$$g^T_i(v) = g_i(v) + \bigcup_{s.t. c_{i-1}(u) \not\in c^T_{i-1}(u)} (c^T_{i-1}(u)) \bigcup (c_{i-1}(u)) \bigcup (c^T_{i-1}(u))$$

where $\bigcup$, $\bigcup$ and $\bigcup$ are incremental aggregation operators that add new contributions (for edge additions), remove old contributions (for edge deletions), and update existing contributions (for transitive effects of mutations) respectively. While $\bigcup$ often is similar to $\bigcup$, $\bigcup$ and $\bigcup$ require undoing aggregation to eliminate or update previous contributions. We focus our discussion on incremental $\bigcup$ since its logic subsumes that for $\bigcup$. We generalize $\bigcup$ by modeling it as:

$$\bigcup v \in (u, v) \in E^T \forall s.t. c_{i-1}(u) \not\in c^T_{i-1}(u) \bigcup (c^T_{i-1}(u)) = \bigcup v \in (u, v) \in E^T \forall s.t. c_{i-1}(u) \not\in c^T_{i-1}(u)$$

The right-hand side of the above equation is referred to as change in contribution for each respective edge. Several aggregations like sum, product, etc. often simplify incremental aggregation by directly capturing the change in contributions; however, complex aggregations like operations on vectors require careful extraction of old values since differences cannot be directly formulated.

3.4 Complex Aggregations.

Machine Learning & Data Mining (MLDM) algorithms often involve complex aggregations that intricately transform vertex values, making them difficult to be computed incrementally. For example, algorithms like Belief Propagation and Alternating Least Squares operate on vectors or multi-valued variables that interact with elements of other complex variables during aggregations. We present a generalized incremental technique by explaining how such complex aggregations become incremental in two steps:

1. Static Decomposition to (Simple) Sub-Aggregations.

Complex aggregations can often be decomposed into multiple simple aggregations that act as sub-operations to perform the original complex aggregation. For example in Alternating Least Squares, the computation involving complex aggregation is:

$$c_i(v) = \left( \sum_{v \in (u, v) \in E} c_i(u) c_i(u)^T + \lambda I_k \right)^{-1} \sum_{v \in (u, v) \in E} c_i(u) . weight(u, v)$$

Ignoring the inverse operation and addition of identity matrix, the computation gets decomposed into a pair of sub-aggregations:

$$g_i(v) = \left( \sum_{v \in (u, v) \in E} c_i(u) c_i(u)^T , \sum_{v \in (u, v) \in E} c_i(u) . weight(u, v) \right)$$
While both sub-aggregations get decomposed to addition, the second sub-aggregation is simple, and hence, can be directly made incremental using difference, i.e., $c_i^T(u) - c_i(u)$. However, the first sub-aggregation requires further computation as described in the next step.


Since the first sub-aggregation in the above equation involves transformation of vertex values before they are summed together, we need to recompute the old contribution from vertex’s value, which we then use to compute the difference in the contribution. Hence, we separately compute $c_i(u), c_i^T(u)^{tr}$ and $c_i^T(u), c_i^T(u)^{tr}$, and then compute their difference to be aggregated. By doing so, the combined aggregation gets incrementally computed as:

$$\bigcup_{V_e=(u,v)\in E^T \ s.t. \ c_{i-1}(u)\neq c_{i-1}^T(u)} \sum_{V_e=(u,v)\in E^T \ s.t. \ c_{i-1}(u)\neq c_{i-1}^T(u)} (c_i^T(u) - c_i(u), weight(u,v))$$

The process of breaking down complex aggregations is dependent on the arithmetic rules of underlying sub-operations. For example, the aggregation in Belief Propagation gets broken down based on products instead of additions.

Aggregation Properties & Extensions.

Our three incremental aggregation operators ($\cup$, $\cup^*$ and $\cup^+$) allow capturing change in vertex values that propagate via edges. Firstly, the aggregation operator (and hence, these incremental operators) must be commutative and associative to relax the order in which values get combined and reverted during regular (non-incremental) and incremental computation. Furthermore, the domain of values visible to these operators includes the aggregation value at vertex $v$ (i.e., either $g_i(v)$, or $g_i^T(v)$, or intermediate values between $g_i(v)$ and $g_i^T(v)$), and the values corresponding to a single edge $(u, v)$ along with its source vertex $u$ (i.e., $c_i^T(u), c_{i-1}(u)$ and edge weights). This adds a restriction on the nature of aggregation that can be incrementally adjusted using our above formulation. Specifically, the aggregation must allow incrementally incorporating the impact of change from its single input (e.g., change coming from a single edge) to its final value. We classify such aggregations to be decomposable, examples of which include sum and count.

Contrary to these, we have non-decomposable aggregations like min and max, where certain changes cannot be directly adjusted if only the final aggregation result is maintained in $g_i(v)$. For example, if $c_{i-1}(u) = k$, $c_{i-1}^T(u) = p$, $p > k$ and $k = g_i(v)$, the min aggregation cannot be incrementally adjusted without re-examining its prior inputs. To directly support such non-decomposable aggregations, $g_i(v)$ must be represented by the set of values upon which it operates so that changes can be handled by re-examining the set. However, tracking aggregations by maintaining all edge dependencies is not desirable. Hence, we incorporate a re-evaluation strategy that pulls values from incoming edges on-the-fly and separates out tracking of $g_i(v)$ to single values (i.e., final results only). This modifies our formulation for non-decomposable aggregations to:

$$g_i^T(v) = \bigcup_{V_e=(u,v)\in E_{old}} \bigcup_{V_e=(u,v)\in E_{new}} (c_{i-1}(u)) + (c_{i-1}^T(u))$$

4 GraphBolt Processing Engine

So far we discussed dependency-driven value refinement in a generalized context of processing streaming graphs without focusing on any particular system which makes our proposed techniques useful for several systems. We now discuss the important design details of GraphBolt system that incorporates our dependency-driven value refinement. We developed GraphBolt based on Ligra’s processing architecture since its lightweight execution model enables high performance in supporting synchronous graph algorithms.

4.1 Streaming Graph & Dependency Layout

As discussed in §3.2, value dependencies are directly maintained as aggregation values, and are used along with the graph structure to perform refinement based on mutations. To enable fast manipulation of the graph structure, we maintain the structure separate from the aggregation values.

The core graph structure is maintained in compressed sparse row (CSR) and column (CSC) forms where edges are maintained as contiguous chunks indexed based on their
source and destination vertices. This allows GraphBolt to achieve efficient parallel mapping over vertices and edges in dense and sparse modes [39, 54]. To apply mutations, the structure is adjusted by making one sequential pass over vertex array and one parallel pass over edge array to ensure that indexes correctly reflect the mutation. The first pass over vertices computes offset adjustments in parallel while the second pass over edges shifts the edges and inserts/deletes edges in vertex-parallel manner. Mutations are supported in form of vertex and edge additions and deletions and can be applied either: a) one after the other as single edge/vertex mutation; or b) as a batch of multiple edge/vertex mutations. Value refinement begins instantly after the mutation batch gets applied. Mutations arriving during refinement are buffered to prioritize latency of the ongoing refinement step, and are applied immediately after refining finishes. Adjusting the structure across above two passes allows GraphBolt to respond quickly as graph structure changes: for example, adjusting the structure of UKDomain graph [7] (1B edges) with 10K mutations takes ~850 ms. Faster dynamic graph data-structures like STINGER [13] can be incorporated to improve the time taken to adjust the graph structure.

The aggregation values are maintained as arrays per-vertex to hold values across iterations. As computations progress and aggregation values get updated, the per-vertex aggregation arrays grow dynamically. To eliminate indirections during refinement, the aggregation values are maintained contiguously such that if \( q_i(v) \) is to be saved because it reflects an updated value compared to \( q_{i-1}(v) \), then \( q_i(v) \) is also maintained \( \forall k < i \) (i.e., holes reflecting no change are eliminated). These structures required are also pre-allocated for few iterations based on the available memory and optional user-defined parameters. With vertical pruning disabled, allocations are done per-iteration across all vertices.

### 4.2 Dependency-Driven Processing Model

We present how the aggregation values get iteratively refined via incremental computation using PageRank and Belief Propagation algorithms as our examples to contrast the technique for simple and complex aggregations. GraphBolt builds over the graph parallel interface to provide edgeMap and vertexMap functions, and also provides incremental execution models to simplify the refinement process.

Algorithm 2 shows the refinement process for Belief Propagation [20]. To focus our discussion on the incremental refinement process, details related to eliminating inbound contributions for Belief Propagation are left out from Algorithm 2. In BPMutable( ), lines 47-50 first compute direct impact of edge mutations (i.e., \( \cup \) and \( \cup \)), and lines 53-60 compute the transitive impact (i.e., \( \cup \)). The user functions repropagate( ) and retract( ) capture the incremental logic of \( \cup \) and \( \cup \) respectively. As we can see, the shape of these functions is similar since they are either contributing to or withdrawing from the saved aggregated values. It is interesting to note that the contribution made by each edge to the target aggregation is based on all of its states (lines 2-12). This means, the aggregation type is complex and cannot be directly undone. Hence, \( \cup \) gets further split across two functions (lines 55-56): retract( ) to withdraw old contribution followed by propagate( ) to contribute based on updated value for same set of edges. Algorithm 3 shows the refinement functions for PageRank whose aggregation type is simple. In this case, propagateDelta( ) directly captures the change in contribution (lines 8) which gets invoked using a single edgemap( ) instead of two edgemap( ) calls on lines 55-56 in Algorithm 2.

Note that to simplify exposition, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 show that \( \cup \) and \( \cup \) get computed separately before computing \( \cup \). However, GraphBolt merges these computations together to make a single pass over the iteration space.

**Non-Decomposable Aggregations.**

While min and max are amenable to addition of new contributions (e.g., coming from edge additions) due to their monotonic nature, the aggregated value cannot be incrementally adjusted to remove an old contribution (e.g., to reflect edge deletions) since it doesn’t implicitly hold all the original contributions. We classify such aggregations to be non-decomposable (discussed in §3.3). To support non-decomposable aggregations without increasing the amount of dependency information, GraphBolt’s processing model can be enhanced such that it directly re-evaluates the aggregation with the entire updated input set (instead of the changed values only). The updated input set per vertex is reconstructed by pulling values from its incoming neighbors (directly available from CSC format). In §5.4 we will incrementally compute Single Source Shortest Paths algorithm using this re-evaluation strategy for min aggregation.

**Selective Scheduling.**

GraphBolt also supports selective scheduling which eliminates redundant computations by allowing vertex values to be recomputed only when its neighboring values change. Incremental refinement, if left oblivious of such selective scheduling, can violate semantics since it may cause spurious updates (e.g., retracting contribution that was never made). Our processing model ensures that change in contributions get correctly accounted based on how computations took place prior to mutations. GraphBolt also allows users to express the selective scheduling logic (e.g., comparing change with tolerance) which gets invoked on old values, based on which value retraction gets invoked.

**Computation-Aware Hybrid Execution.**

With horizontal pruning, aggregation values are available only until a certain iteration \( k \). As computation progresses beyond iteration \( k \), GraphBolt dynamically switches to incremental computation without value refinement. While the incremental computation directly pushes change in vertex values across edges, at iteration \( k + 1 \) edges whose vertex
Algorithm 2 Dependency-Driven Refinement for Belief Propagation (Simplified)

1: S: set of states
2: function getContribution(e = (u, v), product)
3: for s ∈ S do
4: contribution[s] = 0
5: end for
6: for s ∈ S do
7: for s’ ∈ S do
8: contribution[s] += φ(u, s’) × ψ(u, v, s’, s) × product[s’]
9: end for
10: end for
11: return contribution
12: end function

13: function repropagate(e = (u, v), i)
14: contrib = getContribution(e, normOProd[u][i])
15: for s ∈ S do
16: atomicMultiply(&newProd[v][i + 1][s], contrib[s])
17: end for
18: end function

19: function retract(e = (u, v), i)
20: contrib = getContribution(e, normOProd[u][i])
21: for s ∈ S do
22: atomicDivide(&newProd[v][i + 1][s], contrib[s])
23: end for
24: end function

25: function propagate(e = (u, v), i)
26: contrib = getContribution(e, normNProd[u][i])
27: for s ∈ S do
28: atomicMultiply(&newProd[v][i + 1][s], contrib[s])
29: end for
30: end function

Algorithm 3 Refinement functions for PageRank

1: function repropagate(e = (u, v), i)
2: atomicAdd(&sum[v][i + 1], oldpr[u][i] \over old_degree[u] )
3: end function

4: function retract(e = (u, v), i)
5: atomicSub(&sum[v][i + 1], oldpr[u][i] \over old_degree[u] )
6: end function

7: function propagateDelta(e = (u, v), i)
8: atomicAdd(&sum[v][i + 1], newpr[u][i] \over new_degree[u] - oldpr[u][i] \over old_degree[u] )
9: end function

4.3 Guaranteeing Synchronous Semantics

We directly reason about how \( g_i^T(v) \) gets computed \( \forall i, \forall v \). Let \( c_i^v(v) \) denote the value of \( v \) before processing begins.

Theorem 4.1. With dependency-driven value refinement, \( \forall i > 0, \forall v \in V, g_i^T(v) \) is computed using \( c_i^{v'}(u) \) to satisfy dependencies based on \( E^T \) as defined in Eq. 1.

Proof. We skip the proof due to limited space. We reason about the changes performed by \( \{v\}, \cup \) and \( \cap \) incremental aggregators in terms of change in dependencies (subtracting dependencies from old values and adding dependencies from new values) to incrementally compute \( g_i^T(v) \) from \( g_i(v) \). □

5 Evaluation

We evaluate GraphBolt using six synchronous graph algorithms and compare its performance with Ligra [39], Differential Dataflow [25] and KickStarter [44].

5.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate GraphBolt using six synchronous graph algorithms as listed in Table 4. PageRank (PR) [30] computes relative importance of web-pages while Belief Propagation (BP) [20] is an inference algorithm. Label Propagation (LP) [53]
is a learning algorithm while Co-Training Expectation Maximization (CoEM) [28] is a semi-supervised learning algorithm for named entity recognition. Collaborative Filtering (CF) [52] is a context-based approach to identify related items for recommendation systems. Triangle Counting (TC) computes frequencies of different triangles.

Table 2 lists the six real-world graphs used in our evaluation. Similar to [38, 44], we obtained an initial fixed point and streamed in a set of edge insertions and deletions for the rest of the computation. After 50% of the edges were loaded, the remaining edges were treated as edge additions that were streamed in. Edges to be deleted were selected from the loaded graph and deletion requests were mixed with addition requests in the update stream. In our experiments, we varied the rate of the update stream to thoroughly evaluate how GraphBolt scales, we used System B (r5.24xlarge on Amazon EC2) which has 3× the amount of memory and cores compared to that in System A. Both systems ran 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04 and programs were compiled using GCC 5.4, optimization level -O3.

Table 3 describes the machines used in our evaluation. We used System A for all graphs except YH, and to further evaluate how GraphBolt scales, we used System B (r5.24xlarge on Amazon EC2) which has 3× the amount of memory and cores compared to that in System A. Both systems ran 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04 and programs were compiled using GCC 5.4, optimization level -O3.

To thoroughly evaluate GraphBolt, we compare the following three versions:

- **Ligra**: is the Ligra system [39] which restarts computation upon graph mutations.
- **GB-Reset**: is our GraphBolt system based on incremental computation during processing (i.e., propagates changes to enable selective scheduling), but restarts computation upon graph mutations. The processing model is similar to PageRankDelta in [39].
- **GraphBolt**: is our GraphBolt system based on dependency-driven incremental computation upon graph mutations as proposed in this paper.

To ensure a fair comparison among the above versions, experiments were run such that each algorithm version had the same number of pending edge mutations to be processed (similar to methodology in [44]). Unless otherwise stated, 100K edge mutations were applied before the processing of each version. While Theorem 4.1 guarantees correctness of results via synchronous processing semantics, we validated correctness for each run by comparing final results.

### 5.2 Performance

Table 5 shows the execution times for Ligra, GB-Reset and GraphBolt across 1K, 10K and 100K edge mutations. As we can see, both GB-Reset and GraphBolt outperform Ligra across all cases except TC where Ligra and GraphBolt-Reset are same (recall TC takes only single iteration to compute results). This is mainly due to selective scheduling that processes only those edges whose source vertex values change across iterations by propagating changes across aggregations. Furthermore, GraphBolt outperforms GB-Reset in all cases which indicates the effectiveness of our dependency-driven incremental computation to quickly react to changes in graph structure, even at a scale of 100K edge mutations. Figure 6 compares the amount of work performed by GraphBolt v/s GB-Reset in terms of number of edges processed. GraphBolt performs less than 50% edge computations compared to that in GB-Reset in most of the cases; while GraphBolt often performs 60-80% edge computations for PR (except UK), and for TT/TW on CoEM, the reduction in edge computations directly results in savings in Table 5.

It is interesting to observe that speedups are different across different algorithms; for example GraphBolt v/s GB-Reset for BP on TW is 10.48-14.39×, while for CF on TW is 6.17-8.79× even though Figure 6 shows that latter performs lesser edge computations compared to the former. This difference is because the remaining factors beyond edge computations (like vertex map times, managing local copies, etc.) that had minor impact on GB-Reset’s performance become significant enough in GraphBolt since edge work gets drastically reduced; nevertheless, this time is very low and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graphs</th>
<th>Edges</th>
<th>Vertices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wiki (WK) [47]</td>
<td>387M</td>
<td>12M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKDomain (UK) [7]</td>
<td>1.0B</td>
<td>39.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter (TW) [21]</td>
<td>1.5B</td>
<td>41.7M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TwitterMPI (TT) [8]</td>
<td>2.0B</td>
<td>52.6M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendster (FT) [14]</td>
<td>2.5B</td>
<td>68.3M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo (YH) [49]</td>
<td>6.6B</td>
<td>1.4B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Input graphs used in evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Core Count</th>
<th>Core Speed</th>
<th>Memory Capacity</th>
<th>Memory Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System A</td>
<td>32 (1 × 32)</td>
<td>2GHz</td>
<td>231GB</td>
<td>9.75 GB/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System B</td>
<td>96 (2 × 48)</td>
<td>2.5GHz</td>
<td>748GB</td>
<td>7.94 GB/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Systems used in evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Aggregation (⊕)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PageRank (PR)</td>
<td>∑_{v∈(u,v)∈E} c(u, out_degree(u))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief Propagation (BP)</td>
<td>∀s ∈ S: ∏<em>{v∈(u,v)∈E} ( ∑</em>{i∈S} φ(u, s , v, v', s) × c(u, s') )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label Propagation (LP)</td>
<td>∀f ∈ F: ∑_{v∈(u,v)∈E} c(u, f) × weight(u, v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Training Expectation Maximization (CoEM)</td>
<td>∑_{v∈(u,v)∈E} c(u, weight(u, v))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Filtering (CF)</td>
<td>(∑<em>{v∈(u,v)∈E} c(u, v) f r , ∑</em>{v∈(u,v)∈E} c(u). weight(u, v) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle Counting (TC)</td>
<td>∑_{v∈(u,v)∈E}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Graph algorithms used in evaluation and their aggregation functions.
Table 5. Execution times (in seconds) for Ligra, GB-Reset and GraphBolt across 1K, 10K and 100K edge mutations. The highlighted rows, i.e., × Ligra and × GB-Reset indicate speedups achieved by GraphBolt over Ligra and GB-Reset respectively.

![Figure 6. Ratio of edge computations performed by GraphBolt compared to that by GB-Reset.](image-url)
Table 6. Execution times (in seconds) on 96 and 32 cores for Ligra, GB-Reset and GraphBolt on YH graph across 1K, 10K and 100K edge mutations. The highlighted rows, i.e., × Ligra and × GB-Reset indicate speedups achieved by GraphBolt over Ligra and GB-Reset respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>96 cores</th>
<th>32 cores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>10K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligra</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>7.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-Reset</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Ligra</td>
<td>24.19×</td>
<td>20.05×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× GB-Reset</td>
<td>13.08×</td>
<td>11.40×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligra</td>
<td>96.52</td>
<td>97.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-Reset</td>
<td>51.19</td>
<td>54.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>10.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Ligra</td>
<td>10.02×</td>
<td>9.71×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× GB-Reset</td>
<td>5.31×</td>
<td>5.46×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligra</td>
<td>21.94</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-Reset</td>
<td>11.73</td>
<td>12.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Ligra</td>
<td>10.25×</td>
<td>9.95×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× GB-Reset</td>
<td>5.48×</td>
<td>5.46×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligra</td>
<td>28.05</td>
<td>26.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-Reset</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>13.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoEM</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Ligra</td>
<td>28.25×</td>
<td>14.96×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× GB-Reset</td>
<td>13.19×</td>
<td>7.44×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligra</td>
<td>35.90</td>
<td>38.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-Reset</td>
<td>23.48</td>
<td>25.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>9.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Ligra</td>
<td>3.75×</td>
<td>4.03×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× GB-Reset</td>
<td>2.45×</td>
<td>2.67×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligra</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-Reset</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× Ligra</td>
<td>8.37×</td>
<td>7.93×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× GB-Reset</td>
<td>8.37×</td>
<td>7.93×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Edge computations performed by GraphBolt on YH. Numbers in parentheses indicate the percentage of edge computations performed by GraphBolt on YH compared to that by GB-Reset on YH.

GraphBolt. This is an indicator that GraphBolt’s dependency-driven incremental computation is strong enough to reduce computations without relying on increasing compute capabilities to achieve high performance. Note that the impact of edge mutations varies based on the structure of the graph and also the nature of graph algorithm. For example, GraphBolt on PR achieves higher savings for UK compared to that for FT, while BP and CF achieve higher speedup for FT compared to that for UK.

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis

We study the sensitivity of our dependency-driven incremental processing to varying mutation batch size and workloads.

(A) Varying Mutation Batch Size.

Figure 7 shows execution times for algorithms on FT and TT as we vary the mutation batch size between 1 to 1M edge mutations per batch. As expected, increase in edge mutations results in more work to be done, and hence, GraphBolt spends more time in doing increased work. It is interesting to note that even with 1M edge mutations, GraphBolt’s incremental computation continues to be useful as it still manages to reduce work compared to the baseline GB-Reset. While GraphBolt outperforms GB-Reset for PR by 1.2-1.3× with 1M edge mutations, other benchmarks show higher improvements (between 1.9-42.5×). The increase in execution times is lowest for TC since the impact of edge mutations is relatively local in TC compared to that in other algorithms.

(B) Varying Mutation Workloads.

Since the impact of edge mutations also depend on where in the graph those mutations are being applied, we created two kinds of batches to reflect different mutation workloads: (1) a high workload (Hi) where mutations impact vertices with high outgoing degree (so that changes affect more vertices); and, (2) a low workload (Lo) where mutations impact vertices with low outgoing degree (to limit the impact of changes). Table 8 shows the execution times for GraphBolt on TT and FT with Hi and Lo workloads. As expected, executions times for Hi are higher than that for Lo across all cases. Nevertheless, GraphBolt still outperforms GB-Reset across all these cases due to its incremental computation.
Table 8. Execution times (in seconds) for GraphBolt with high workload (Hi) and low workload (Lo).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BP</th>
<th>CoEM</th>
<th>LP</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>CF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lo</td>
<td>Hi</td>
<td>Lo</td>
<td>Hi</td>
<td>Lo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>8.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>9.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Execution times (in seconds) for Differential Dataflow and GraphBolt.

5.4 Comparison with Other Systems

We compare the performance of GraphBolt with that of Differential Dataflow [25] which is a general-purpose incremental datasync system that operates on input streams, and KickStarter [44] which is a streaming graph processing solution for path-based monotonic graph algorithms.

(A) Differential Dataflow.

Graph computations can be expressed on Differential Dataflow in edge-parallel manner by joining edge tuples with rank values to be pushed across them, and then grouping them at destination vertices’ rank tuples. In Figure 8, we evaluate PageRank on TT in Differential Dataflow and two versions in GraphBolt: first, expressed as \texttt{PROPAGATEDELTA} as shown in Algorithm 3 (called \textbf{GraphBolt}); and second, expressed as \texttt{RETRACT} and \texttt{PROPAGATE} as shown in Algorithm 2 (called \textbf{GraphBolt-RP}). GraphBolt-RP is typically performed for complex aggregations where change in values is captured explicitly using old and new values, i.e., edges propagate two values instead of one as done in GraphBolt (via \texttt{PROPAGATEDELTA}). We varied the mutation batch size from 1 to 10K and ran the experiments till convergence.

As shown in Figure 8a, Differential Dataflow retains high performance with 1 edge mutation, and scales as mutation batch size grows. Since GraphBolt is specialized towards processing streaming graphs as opposed to general streams, it delivers very high performance across all cases. GraphBolt-RP, as expected, gets impacted by propagating and computing over two values per change and hence is slower than GraphBolt. We observed very high variance for 1 edge mutation in Differential Dataflow; in Figure 8b, we show performance of 100 different 1 edge mutations for Differential Dataflow and GraphBolt. Differential Dataflow directly operates on changes and some of the changes impact the overall computation (i.e., intermediate results) more than others, which results in very high variance. GraphBolt processes single edge mutations efficiently and its variance is much lower even though work done per mutation is different; this is because of the constant overhead coming from the iteration-by-iteration parallelization model and data-structure maintenance. We observe the impact of these overheads on throughput of processing single edge mutations such that results for each individual mutation needs to be reported: GraphBolt fully processes 100 consecutive single edge mutations (producing corresponding result for each individual mutation) in 409.34 seconds (compared to 7.89 seconds to process a single batch of 100 updates). Differential Dataflow, on the other hand, takes 1947.53 seconds for this case.

(B) \textbf{KickStarter}.

KickStarter enables streaming graph processing for monotonic graph algorithms by capturing light-weight dependencies across computed results and incrementally adjusting results upon edge mutations. Since it doesn’t capture dependencies across intermediate vertex values, it doesn’t guarantee synchronous processing semantics and is applicable to path-based monotonic algorithms. Figure 9 compares the performance of Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) on TT in KickStarter and GraphBolt. As we can see in Figure 9a, even though GraphBolt efficiently computes shortest paths using \texttt{min} aggregation (non-decomposable type), KickStarter outperforms GraphBolt across all cases. This is due to two main reasons: a) GraphBolt maintains dependencies across all intermediate vertex values with the goal to guarantee synchronous processing semantics which is unnecessary for SSSP; and b) the \texttt{min} aggregation gets re-evaluated in GraphBolt with updated set of inputs which requires pulling values from incoming neighbors whenever edge deletions result in increase in path values. KickStarter, being a tailored solution for path-based monotonic algorithms, leverages asynchrony in SSSP in form of computation reordering which allows it to relax intermediate dependencies and propagate impact of changes quickly. Hence, KickStarter performs 14× lesser edge computations compared to GraphBolt upon edge mutation. To separate out the impact of re-evaluating \texttt{min}, we compare the performance with only edge additions in Figure 9b since edge additions in SSSP can be computed incrementally by \texttt{min} without re-evaluating it. As expected, both KickStarter and GraphBolt efficiently process edge additions and the difference in performance is purely due to the amount of dependencies maintained and updated in GraphBolt compared to that in KickStarter. Figure 9 also compares Differential Dataflow which is faster with edge deletions because it maintains an ordered map of path values and
counts for each vertex, which get quickly updated with value changes. Such a data-structure can be incorporated in GraphBolt to simulate faster incremental min (and max) at the cost of increased storage per vertex.

5.5 Memory Overhead
GraphBolt tracks aggregation values which requires space that is proportional to number of vertices. We measure the increase in memory used by GraphBolt compared to that by GB-Reset. Since this memory overhead gradually decreases with iterations, we measure the increase for the first iteration as a worst-case estimate; subsequent iterations will require lesser memory due to vertical pruning. As shown in Table 9, the increase is only up to 25% for all algorithms except CF and TC with TC requiring close to 2× memory. This overhead for TC comes from directly maintaining the structure of graph without mutation to incrementally adjust counts via addition/subtraction instead of resetting counts to 0 and recomputing for all edges within two-hop distance from mutated vertices. Nevertheless, TC runs for a single iteration only and hence, there is no further increase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WK</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>TW</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>YH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>13.30%</td>
<td>15.90%</td>
<td>12.18%</td>
<td>11.69%</td>
<td>11.57%</td>
<td>12.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>16.87%</td>
<td>18.83%</td>
<td>15.95%</td>
<td>15.52%</td>
<td>15.42%</td>
<td>16.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoEM</td>
<td>12.73%</td>
<td>15.10%</td>
<td>11.71%</td>
<td>11.25%</td>
<td>11.14%</td>
<td>11.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>20.30%</td>
<td>23.20%</td>
<td>18.97%</td>
<td>18.37%</td>
<td>18.23%</td>
<td>19.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>53.25%</td>
<td>59.06%</td>
<td>50.47%</td>
<td>49.18%</td>
<td>48.88%</td>
<td>51.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>92.13%</td>
<td>90.24%</td>
<td>92.90%</td>
<td>93.23%</td>
<td>93.31%</td>
<td>78.27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Increase in memory for GraphBolt w.r.t. GB-Reset.

6 Related Work
There exist several works on processing streaming graphs and generalized (structured and unstructured) data streams.

— Streaming Graph Processing Frameworks. Tornado [38] processes streaming graphs by forking off the execution to process user-queries while graph structure updates. KickStarter [44] uses dependence trees for incremental corrections in monotonic graph algorithms. Graphin [37] incrementally processes dynamic graphs using fixed-sized batches. It provides a five-phase processing model that first identifies values that must be changed, and then updates them so that they can be merged back to previously computed results. It also maintains sparse dependence trees for path-based graph algorithms. Kineograph [10] enables graph mining using incremental computation along with push and pull models. [40] proposes the GIM-V incremental graph processing model based on matrix-vector operations. [32] constructs representative snapshots which are initially used for querying and upon success uses real snapshots. While these systems enable incremental computation, they lack dependency-driven incremental processing which guarantees synchronous processing semantics. STINGER [13] proposes dynamic graph data-structure and works like [12, 33] use the data-structure to develop algorithms for specific problems.

— Batch Processing of Graph Snapshots. These systems enable offline processing of well-defined temporal graphs snapshots. Chronos [18] uses incremental processing to compute values across multiple graph snapshots. [43] presents temporal computation and communication optimizations to process evolving graphs and its incremental processing leverages partially computed results across graph snapshots. GraphTau [19] maintains history of values over snapshots to rectify inaccuracies by reverting back the values. Finally, static graph processing systems [9, 15, 16, 27, 34, 35, 39, 45, 46, 48, 54] can also be used to process discrete graph snapshots.

— Generalized Stream Processing. Generalized stream processing systems [1, 2, 4, 5, 31, 36, 42, 50, 51] operate on unbounded structured and unstructured streams. Differential Dataflow [25] extends incremental computation in Timely Dataflow [26] by allowing the impact of change in streams to be reflected directly via diffs. Its strength lies in differential operators that enable capturing and computing over record changes. Since it operates over value changes only, it naturally incorporates selective scheduling which is useful for sparse computations. Its generality allows it to efficiently process streaming graphs as well (as shown in §5.4). GraphBolt, in comparison, is specialized towards processing streaming graphs, and hence extracts high performance.


Incremental View Maintenance (IVM) algorithms [6, 17, 29] reuse computed results to maintain a view consistent with input changes. They operate on different types of complex queries, however, they remain inefficient in terms of the amount of re-computation and storage required [25].

7 Conclusion
We presented GraphBolt to process streaming graphs while guaranteeing BSP semantics via dependency-driven incremental processing. GraphBolt’s programming model allows decomposing complex aggregations to incorporate incremental value changes while also supporting direct incremental updates for simple aggregations. Our evaluation showed that GraphBolt efficiently processes streaming graphs with varying mutation rates, starting from just a single edge mutation all the way up to 1 million edge mutations at a time.
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